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September September is an important month in terms of the events and daysis an important month in terms of the events and days
which falls into this month.However, this year September was a bitwhich falls into this month.However, this year September was a bit
more certainly dominant because of the more certainly dominant because of the G2OG2O summit.It was the first summit.It was the first
summit which was held in India. Thesummit which was held in India. The New Delhi New Delhi summit was the summit was the
eighteenth meeting of the eighteenth meeting of the G20G20. It was held in . It was held in Bharat MandapamBharat Mandapam
International Exhibition-Convention Centre, Pragati Maidan, International Exhibition-Convention Centre, Pragati Maidan, NewNew
DelhiDelhi on  on 9–10 September 2023.9–10 September 2023.

SEPTEMBERSEPTEMBERSEPTEMBER   
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To honor the To honor the G20 summit the National Service Scheme UnitG20 summit the National Service Scheme Unit with with
collaboration of collaboration of National Cadets CorpsNational Cadets Corps of  of Ram Lal Anand CollegeRam Lal Anand College organized organized
a a cleanliness drivecleanliness drive. In an effort towards a cleaner surrounding, in line with the. In an effort towards a cleaner surrounding, in line with the
recently concludedrecently concluded G20 summit  G20 summit held inheld in New Delhi New Delhi,, 56 56 volunteers of the  volunteers of the NSSNSS
unit came together onunit came together on 5th of September 2023 5th of September 2023 and cleaned the college campus. and cleaned the college campus.
With numerous With numerous NCCNCC cadets from the college battalion,  cadets from the college battalion, 3434 male and  male and 2222 female female
volunteers of volunteers of NSSNSS picked litter from the college building and the area around the picked litter from the college building and the area around the
college building and wall. These small acts of positive impacts motivate the unitcollege building and wall. These small acts of positive impacts motivate the unit
to work hard.to work hard.

CLEANLINESS DRIVECLEANLINESS DRIVECLEANLINESS DRIVE
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ELECTORAL LITERACYELECTORAL LITERACYELECTORAL LITERACY
CLUBCLUBCLUB

As DUSU elections were happening after 4 years in Delhi
University, and to spread awareness amongst students related
to elections. We did a voter enrollment campaign under the
Electoral literacy club. The NSS unit of RLAC organized 3

events, first as pledges and  declarations arecommitments to do
something.  Keeping the same in mind and spirit, we organized
a Pledge taking ceremony on 17 August, 2023 at 10:00 AM to
make people aware of elections, around 100 volunteers took the

pledge with 53 being male and 47 female. 
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Another important event was a Debate Competition spreading the message of freedom of
speech, the NSS unit of RLAC organized this on 15th September, 2023 at 11:00

AM.About 80 students actively participated and made the event worth witnessing. The
debate was conducted under the guidance of our programme officer DR. Anurag Sharma

. Winners were awarded with certificates and cash prices. Lastly as we know that social
media has become a mighty tool for information sharing  and exchange of ideas, The NSS
unit of RLAC launched an Online Awareness Drive  on 20 September, 2023 at 3 PM.

This was done through online meetings and sessions. About 95 volunteers actively
participated where 40 being males and 55 females. The queries and doubts of volunteers

were also taken up and discussed. All these events are to educate students about the electoral
process, the significance of voting, and the role of youth in elections. With all these events

the Unit tried to spread awareness towards cleanliness and made  all the efforts to make
people aware and realize the importance of Swachhta.

ELECTORAL LITERACYELECTORAL LITERACYELECTORAL LITERACY   
CLUBCLUBCLUB
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To increase awareness Delhi State AIDS control society (DSACS) Government of
NCT of Delhi organized Youth Festival 2023 viz Red Run under the youth
intervention programme of National AIDS control organization(NACO),

GOI.DSACS planned a 5km Red Run to and organize for students( Men, Women, and
TG) at Netaji Subhash University of Technology on 17th September at 3pm. The

volunteers of National Service Scheme, Ram Lal Anand College, Delhi University  
enthusiastically took part in this Red Run to contribute to the awareness programme.
Total of 70 volunteers participated in the run, in which 50 were females. From NSS

RLAC 2 Volunteers participated, one female and one male. There were two runs
conducted one for males and one for females in the festival. In this amazing red

run,One of our female volunteers Muskan Mohindroo got 6th position and another
male volunteer Harshdev Singh secured 9th position.

5 KM AIDS AWARNESS5 KM AIDS AWARNESS5 KM AIDS AWARNESS   
RUNRUNRUN
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G-20G-20G-20   
UNIVERSITY CONNECTUNIVERSITY CONNECTUNIVERSITY CONNECT   

In tern the next event was G-20 University connect finale The theme of
G-20 Global summit was ‘vasudhaiva kutumbakam’.India got their
G20 Presidency this year with the aim to build unanimity to address

global challenges collectively and effectively. Under this G-20
University connect finale was organized in which the NSS unit of Ram
Lal Anand college along with the NCC unit participated. There were

50 volunteers who participated with keenness. All the volunteers gathered
at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium at 11:00 am where they got their ID-
cards along with a goodie bag which had a T-shirt, cap, magazine,

notebook, pen and a Stamp based on the G-20 theme. We interacted
with Honorable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi. He made the
students realize that India’s potential lies in the Hands of Indian youth.

He also released 4 books related to G-20 which are also
Available online. With this the event came to an end by 5:30PM.

The event was a success.
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Under a long 15 day event of Swachhta Hi Seva (SHS) campaign which was
celebrated from 15th September to 2nd October this year under the joint aegis of

DDWS & MoHUA as a prelude for the Swachh Bharat Diwas (2nd October)
with nationwide participation NSS RLAC organized several events. Theme of

SHS-2023 is ‘Garbage Free India’ with focus on visual cleanliness and welfare of
SafaiMitras. Keeping this all in mind the National Service Scheme Unit of Ram

Lal Anand College gave the volunteers a chance to contribute towards the
goal.Swachhta drive in Vasant Gaon was organized on 18th September 2023. More

than 55 volunteersm participated in the drive , 25 being females.Another drive
happened on 21st September, around 47 volunteers, 21 being females participated
in this event and walked around the south campus metro station and cleaned the

station premises along with raising awareness among the public.

SWACHHTA HI SEVASWACHHTA HI SEVASWACHHTA HI SEVA
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Two more drives were organized, one around the premises of DU SOUTH CAMPUS 46 
volunteers participated, 25 being female of Ram Lal Anand College and another drive  

was initiated in the college campus 55 volunteers participated, 27 being female on  
25th September and 30th September respectively. All these drives ensured published awareness
towards cleanliness.The unit also organized a pledge Ceremony on 16th September 2023 at

11:00 AM, the NSS volunteers of Ram Lal Anand College took the Swachhta Pledge
swearing to devote 100 hours to social service, encourage 100 individuals to take pledge and

devote 100 hours for cleanliness. 70 volunteers took the pledge with 32 being female
volunteers.To spread awareness academically the unit also organized some online events, the first

being an Essay writing competition under this campaign on 23rd September 2023,around 25
volunteers actively participated, 10 being female, Also The NSS unit of Ram Lal Anand

college organized a Poster making competition on the theme- 'Gandhi's idea of swachhta'
on 2nd October 2023 and around 80 volunteers participated, 29 being female. By participating
actively in all these events the volunteers portrayed their  responsibility towards the society and

people.The month was packed with a lot of fun activities which gave volunteers a chance to
contribute  

towards a greener and cleaner environment.

SWACHHTA HI SEVASWACHHTA HI SEVASWACHHTA HI SEVA
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60 Ram Lal Anand College NSS
volunteers from the University of Delhi
engaged in a one-hour shramdaan on

October 1, 2023 as a part of the Swachhata
Hi Seva campaign to clean their

neighbourhoods and neighbouring areas.
To begin the activities , the volunteers

gathered at the south campus at 10:00 AM.
For the sanitation drive, the volunteers
visited JJ Colony, a slum in Moti bagh.

SWACHHATA HI SEVASWACHHATA HI SEVASWACHHATA HI SEVA
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The volunteers put in a lot of effort over the course of an hour, and
they were able to significantly improve the cleanliness of their

neighbourhood. They disposed lots of trash, including plastic bags,
bottles, and food scraps. Additionally, they cleaned the streets and

drains, which enhanced the drainage system and reduced
clogging.The volunteers were pleased with themselves for

improving their surroundings. Our college, Ram Lal Anand
College, was also awarded a participation certificate for its

involvement in the Indian government’s Shramdaan for Swacch
Bharat initiative.

SWACHHATA HI SEVASWACHHATA HI SEVASWACHHATA HI SEVA
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Under a long 15 day event of Swachhta Hi Seva (SHS) campaign which was
celebrated from  15th September to 2nd October this year under the joint aegis of

DDWS & MoHUA as a prelude for the Swachh Bharat Diwas (2nd October)
with nationwide participation NSS RLAC  organized several events. Theme of

SHS-2023 is ‘Garbage Free India’ with focus on visual cleanliness and welfare of
SafaiMitras. Keeping this all in mind the National Service Scheme Unit of Ram
Lal Anand College gave the volunteers a chance to contribute towards the goal.  
Swachhta drive in Vasant Gaon was organized on 18th September 2023. More

than 55 volunteers participated in the drive , 25 being females. Another drive
happened on 21st September, around 47 volunteers, 21 being females participated
in this event and walked around the south campus metro station and cleaned the

station premises along with raising awareness among the public.
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